DIVERSITY PLAZA - QUEENS COMMUNITY BOARD 3
TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE MEETING

MAY 11, 2015
WALKING RADIUS
1/4 MILE: 5 MINUTES

MTA SUBWAY ABOVE
BROADWAY
37TH RD.
JACKSON HEIGHTS - ROOSEVELT AVENUE SUBWAY STATION

ROOSEVELT AVE (BELOW)
74TH ST - BROADWAY STATION

73RD ST.
75TH ST.
72ND ST.

KAPANA CHAWLA WAY
BROADWAY
BROOKLYN-QUEENS EXPRESSWAY

KEY
- PLAZA
- RETAIL
- MTA SUBWAY LINE
- SUBWAY ENTRANCE/EXIT
- MTA BUS ROUTE
- BICYCLE LANE
- SHARED LANE
- PROTECTED BIKE LANE
- NORTH
COMMUNITY OUTREACH
FEEDBACK FROM OCTOBER 18 MEETING
- MORE PERMANENT SEATING
- TREES AND VEGETATION
- SHADE STRUCTURES
- BETTER PAVING OPTIONS
- ACCESS TO GARBAGE CANS
- SPACE FOR PLAY/EVENTS
- JACKSON HEIGHTS SIGNAGE
- SPACE FOR ART
- FIRE TRUCK ACCESS
- STORMWATER DRAINAGE
- LOADING
- EASY ACCESS TO AND FROM RETAIL
FEEDBACK FROM MAY 9 COMMUNITY MEETING
- KEEP PLAZA OPEN FOR EVENTS
- MORE STABLE SEATING AND TABLES
- UMBRELLAS NEED TO BE MORE DURABLE
- KEEP NOISE AWAY FROM 73RD ST
- MORE TREES
- MORE PLAZA LIGHTING
- MORE COLOR IN PLANTED AREAS
- PROVIDE SPACE FOR NOTICES TO BE POSTED
- KEEP SPACE OPEN FOR TEMPORARY ART
CONSTRAINTS AND SCHEMATIC LANDSCAPE / URBAN DESIGN
DIVERSITY PLAZA CONSTRAINTS

DEPARTMENT OF DESIGN + CONSTRUCTION

RECONSTRUCTION OF 37TH ROAD PLAZA

DIVISION OF INFRASTRUCTURE

BUREAU OF DESIGN

CONSULTANT DESIGN

PROJECT ID: 3WPLZ014Q

DATE: 04-08-15

Sheet:

Architecture and Landscape Architecture, LLC
205 East 42nd Street
20th Floor
New York, NY 10017

P: 212 981-3933
F: 212 981-3979

Constraints Legend

- FDNY Access
- Subway
- Elevated Subway
- Sewer/Water Mains
SCHEMATIC LANDSCAPE / URBAN DESIGN

- MOVEABLE FURNITURE
- DIVERSITY PLAZA PAVING PATTERN
- PLANTED TREE PITS
- TEMPORARY STAGE AREAS
- DOT BIKE PARKING
- NYC WAYFINDING SIGNAGE
- PLAZA TREE WITH PLANTED TREE PIT
- RAISED PLANTER WITH LOW SHRUBS
- RAISED PLANTER SMALL TREE
- RAISED PLANTER PERENNIAL GRASSES
- PLAZA TREE WITH PLANTED TREE PIT
- TEMPORARY DOT ART SPACE
- DIVERSITY PLAZA PAVING PATTERN
- NYC WAYFINDING SIGNAGE
- ELEVATED 7 SUBWAY OVER ROOSEVELT
- DOT BIKE PARKING
DIVERSITY PLAZA PLANTING
PLANTING

RAISED PLANTERS

TREES IN TREE PITS

PERENNIAL GRASSES FOR BROADWAY

COLORFUL PERENNIALS FOR PLAZA
TREE OPTIONS - gleditsia triacanthos - Honey Locust
DOT PLAZA STANDARDS / CONSIDERATIONS
WalkNYC Sign Family

Area Path Neighborhood

WalkNYC SIGN
Public Space Receptacles for Recycling and Refuse

Contract Items for DSNY Direct Service/Collection of Receptacles

DCAS Requirements Contract RC/OMPA #3487003

Contract Item #2:
44 Gallon Public Space Receptacle for Mixed Paper
Swing Door Access
Includes two plastic liners
MODEL/CAT. SF1288-002
Cost: $1,202.18

Contract Item #4:
44 Gallon Public Space Receptacle for Metal, Glass, Plastics & Cartons
Swing Door Access
Includes two plastic liners
MODEL/CAT. SF1288-004
Cost: $1,202.18

Contract Item # 6:
44 Gallon Public Space Receptacle for Litter/Refuse
Swing Door Access
Includes two plastic liners
MODEL/CAT. SF1288-006
Cost: $1,202.18

Optional add-on items available:

Contract Item #8:
Replacement 44 Gallon Plastic Liner
Cost: $39.00

Contract Item #11:
44 Gallon Receptacle ordered with Locked Swing Door, Installed (keyed alike)
Additional Receptacle Cost: $121.88

Note: Prices listed reflect a minimum order of eight (8) receptacle items of any size, or combination of sizes or configurations.
NEXT STEPS:

A. COMMUNITY BOARD 3 TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE, MONDAY, MAY 11 @ 7PM
   FULL BOARD MEETING THURSDAY, MAY 21ST 7:45PM

B. PUBLIC DESIGN COMMISSION REVIEW (SPRING 2015)

C. DESIGN COMPLETE AND OUT TO BID (WINTER 2015)

D. CONSTRUCTION START (SUMMER 2016)

E. PLAZA COMPLETE 2017